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ON  THE ABSOLUTE NORLUND  SUMMABILITY
FACTORS  OF  INFINITE  SERIES

S.   M.   MAZHAR

Abstract. A general theorem on absolute Nörlund sum-

mability factors of infinite series has been obtained. The theorem

includes, as special cases, a number of well-known results. Several

new results can also be deduced from it.

1. Let />n = 0, qn>0, Qn=qa+qi + - ' -+qn-+co, Pn=p0+Pl + - ■ -+pn

and P_1=/7_1 = o-i=0. Let 2 an he a given infinite series with sn as

its «th partial sum. The series 2 an 's sa'd to be summable \N,p„ | if

tneBV, where tn=Pñ1 2*=o/>n-*J*> F„^0. It is said to be summable

\N, qn\ if TneBV, where Tn = Q^ 2*"=o qA-
It is well known that necessary and sufficient conditions for the method

(N,pn) to be absolutely regular are:

(1.1) pjPn^O,       n-*oo,

(1-2) 2
n=0

P P

Pn+1

<C   for all k ^ 1,

where C is a positive constant.

2. The following theorems concerning summability factors are known.

Theorem A [1].    77ie necessary and sufficient conditions that 2 onen be

summable \N, l/«+l| whenever 2 an is summable \C,l\ are

(2.1) en = 0(log «/«),

(2.2) ken = 0(1/«).

Theorem B [2].    The necessary and sufficient conditions that 2 anen be

summable \C, a|, 0^a_ I, whenever 2 an Is summable \R, log «, 11 are

(2.3) en = 0(n"-7log n),

(2.4) Aen = 0(l/n (log »)).
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Theorem C [3]. If a series 2 an is summable \C,\\ and {/>„} is a non-

increasing sequence of real and nonnegative numbers, then the series

2 aniPJn) is summable \N,pn\.

Theorem D [4]. The necessary and sufficient conditions that 2 onen be

summable \C, a], O^a^l, whenever 2 an ¡s summable \C, 1| are

(2.5) en = Oin*-1),

(2.6) Aen = Oin~l).

The object of this note is to prove a general theorem which includes,

as special cases, all the results stated above. It may be remarked that the

proof of our theorem is quite simple and straightforward.

Theorem.    Let (N, pn) be an absolutely regular method. Let

(2-7) Pk2
Pn+X-k _ Pn-

"n+X "n

< C   for all k = 0,
n=l

(2-8) Pnqn = OiQn).

Then the necessary and sufficient conditions for 2 an£n t0 be summable

\N,p„\ whenever 2 an >s summable \N, qn\ are

(2.9) en = OiPnqJQn),

(2.10) Aen = OiqJQn.,).

We deduce several other interesting results.

Corollary I. The necessary and sufficient conditions that 2 anen be

summable \N, l/«+l| whenever 2 on 's summable \R, log n, 1| are

(2.11) 8.-0(1/11),

(2.12) Ae„ = 0(l/(«log#i)).

Corollary II. The necessary and sufficient conditions that 2 onen be

absolutely convergent whenever 2 on is summable \N,q„\ are

(2.13) e„ = OiqJQJ,

(2.14) A£„ = OiqjQn_x).

3. The following lemma is required for the proof of our theorem.

Lemma [5]. Let {xn} be a sequence of real numbers and let its linear

transformation be yn=^kxL0ankxk, where iank) is an infinite matrix. In

order that 2 l*J < °° may imply 2 |Ay„| < co, it is necessary and sufficient
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that

2 Wn+i.m - an.m\ <C   for m = l, 2, 3, ■ ■ ■ .
71=0

4. Proof of theorem.    Let  Tn^Q~1 2£=o qksk, xn=T„—T„_1 and  /*

denote the (N,pn) mean of the series 2 o«£«, then

qn

2 akQk-i

and

Putting

we have

QnQn-l *=1

,* „-I k- QkQk-1 a    l"n-kEk\

*=i  9*

i    ("n-kEk\

ft..* = iQkQk-ilVkPn) V-Wß»-i).        fc = «.

= 0, fe > n,

0Û

y« = 2 b„tkxk.

Applying the above lemma it follows that 2 an£n is summable |JV, />„|

whenever 2 «« is summable IA7, qn\ if and only if

I\bn+i,k- t>n,k\<C   fork =1,2,3,

Now

,                     ,                 a       8a^1 (Pfi-k         Fn-k-l\ ,    £k n   ¡Pn+l-k        Pn-k\
K+i.k - bn,k = Aek — [— - ——I + -QJ-- —I

qk  \rn+1         fn   I qk      \ fn+i         fn /

("n—k _   "n-k-l\

P P 'r n+1 r n      I

+ Bk

Sufficiency. We have

oo r\ co

2lft»+i.*-ft„.*l ^1^*1 — 2
n=l qk  n-1

n—A ■* «—fc—1

+ cpfc2
n=l

n+1 J

-Pw+l-fc _ Pn-k

P P
1 n+1 -* n

+ \sk\ 2
n=l

"n—* "n—lc-1

n+1

<C

by the hypotheses of the theorem.

Necessity of (2.9). Since 2»-i |ft»+i,*-ft«,*l<C for all k, it follows
that the first term, namely for n=k— 1, must be finite for all ac. Hence

ek^O(PkqkIQk).
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Necessity of (2.10). Since £„ = 0(1) we have

qk qk "=i

S= 2 \bn+x.k — bnJ
n=X

Pn-lc-1

+ M Qk Z Pn+X-

n+X

Pn-k

P.

<C

for all k. Thus àe^OiqJQ^).

This completes the proof of the theorem.

+ ki 2
n=l n+1
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